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Administration
looks at options
to trim budget

Don’t try this at home

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Paul Tappon throws an axe in the Oval Monday afternoon in an attempt to win free tickets for this weekend’s Foresters’ Ball. The
UM Woodsman’s team was giving away tickets to whomever could throw a keg the farthest or hit a target with an axe. The Foresters’
Ball will take place in Schreiber Gym on this Friday and Saturday night.

Study group to consider four-day workweek
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Most current University of
Montana students would not
be around to see the campus
switch to a four-day school
week if a recently formed administrative study group were
to recommend the idea.
Vice President of Administration and Finance Bob
Duringer predicts the soonest a four-day week could be
implemented would be the fall
of 2012.
“We are going to form
a four-day workweek study
group and in the next few

months to figure out how to
do this or not how to do this,”
Duringer said.
He emphasized that no decision has yet been made to actually implement such a plan.
Duringer said the Registrar’s Office shows 630 class
sections scheduled on Fridays
this semester. To accommodate a four-day workweek, he
said, UM would likely have to
use more rooms on campus,
regardless of which department maintains them, and increase the number of morning
and night courses offered.
President George Denni-

son first proposed the idea of
a four-day workweek to the
ASUM Senate in early September as a preliminary budget-management tool.
The Board of Regents,
which governs all public
Montana colleges, asked the
schools to develop budget
management plans to address
the withdrawal of federal
stimulus dollars from their
budgets. UM’s Strategic Budget and Planning Committee
had set aside the controversial proposal by late October
when it instead listed 29 other
preferred strategies for closing
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the fiscal gap of $3.6 million
by July 2012.
Dennison’s
late-January
announcement that UM would
seriously consider the switch
to a four-day school week
came largely as a surprise to
the campus and the Regents,
but is now under consideration
as a possible solution to other
pending budget reductions.
The study group was created primarily because a shortened schedule could save the
University money as it faces
various budget reductions

See FOUR-DAY, page 8

Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Vice President of Administration and Finance
Bob Duringer announced Friday the next few
steps in planning for University of Montana budget reductions over the next three years that are
estimated to near $8 million, double what was anticipated this past fall.
Preparing for the loss of $3.2 million in onetime stimulus funds in July 2012 was again discussed by the Strategic Budget and Planning
Committee meeting before it considered the other
pending reductions.
Vice presidents of each UM sector — such as
Student Affairs and Research and Development
— will draft specific plans on how to reduce the
budget for each segment by 1 percent, largely applying the 29 preferred strategies outlined by the
planning committee in October.
Those suggestions include managing vacancies, cutting back on extra compensation pay, consolidating or eliminating small sections of classes,
increasing faculty workloads, reducing unnecessary adjunct positions, critically evaluating the
functionality of university research institutes,
asking employees to voluntarily shorten full-year
contracts to 10 months, reducing travel and putting a moratorium on new buildings.
The committee will review these proposals on
Feb. 26, allowing time for quick changes before they
are presented to the Board of Regents, which governs all Montana higher education, on March 4.
But the University’s usual budgeting process
in April and May will not only be mindful of the
federal stimulus dollars to be lost.
The Regents said in their January teleconference that they would go along with Gov. Brian
Schweitzer’s initiative to reduce state spending by
5 percent across the board — though the Regents
have sole discretion over the management of Montana higher education and have no obligation to
follow the proposal.
UM’s portion of the decreased spending translates into an additional $1.7 million in cuts for the
fiscal year starting July 2011.
“To be honest, we are planning for more than
5 percent because the state revenue is still dropping,” Duringer said. He estimated other factors
might leave an additional gap of $2.7 million over
the next three years.
Other fiscal concerns include declining state revenue that might translate into less state funding for
colleges during the next legislative session, losing
revenue from declining non-resident enrollment and
the continuing rise in resident enrollment without
additional state funds to support the students.
The Strategic Budget and Planning Committee
discussed several changes to tuition as strategies
for addressing the larger problem.
Tuition changes
At the Regents’ March meeting, Duringer said,
UM will ask for an annual 1 percent tuition increase for all students for the next three years. It
will also introduce other tuition pricing changes
that will help fill funding gaps and speed up lagging graduation times.
Duringer said strategies that will likely be
applied after some minor revision and finalization include lowering the tuition flat spot where
students stop paying for additional credits and
removing the upper limit on the flat spot.

See BUDGET, page 8
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Graduating seniors have enough to deal with

EDITORIAL

Brenna Braaten,
News Editor
I, like many of you students
out there, went home for the
winter break to enjoy time with
my family. And I, like many of
you seniors out there, was bombarded with questions about my
graduation, the most common of
which was, “What are you doing
after you graduate?”
The only answer I can give is:
“I don’t know.”
That is the sad and sorry
truth. I have no idea where I will
be come May 15 when I’m standing in that cap and robe, faced
with having to actually get a life

and head out into the “real world.”
Truth be told, I’m terrified.
I’ve been so complacent in my
years of school. There was always
a plan. I knew where I was going
and everything led to this very
May. Now, it’s like I’m suddenly
looking into a black hole of possibility.
I don’t think I should be worrying about this problem just yet.
At least, I shouldn’t have to. Yes,
some planning is never a bad
thing, but I have a lot on my plate
to worry about that isn’t three
months away.
That’s right, everybody. There
are only 100 days left until graduation. But there are still many
things in the way — like this last
semester of classes.
Some seniors plan to give
themselves an easy last semester.
I am not one of those seniors. I
still have to focus on my home-

work and my job in order to make
it to graduation before I can start
making plans for what I’m going to be doing afterward. Even
seniors taking Health and Human Performance classes at least
have to show up for credit, which
can be difficult when “senioritis”
kicks in this spring.
Even though I have enough to
worry about in these 100 days, I
still have to answer to everyone
asking me what I’m planning on
doing with my life.
That’s the big issue here:
America is counting on its youth.
Maybe the whole world is. There
is a lot riding on us now. People
expect us to amount to something
(or, at least, they hope we will).
It’s my generation that will have
to deal with the issues that are
largely ignored today, like the national debt, global warming and
worldwide poverty.

Politicking Time Bomb

By Andrew Dusek

Politics means never
having to say you’re sorry
If there is one thing people
absolutely despise about big government, it’s not necessarily the
overarching welfare programs or
financial regulation; it’s the misunderstanding about any policy
that isn’t properly explained. The
American people simply desire
government transparency.
It’s a good thing that every January, they get what they want in
the form of the State of the Union
address. Whereas presidents used
to submit their addresses to Congress on paper, Americans with
tough questions about health care,
the economy and more now get
to hear directly from the horse’s
mouth.
On Wednesday night, President Obama delivered the annual
address and spoke about a wide
range of issues. Instead of focusing
on smaller, safer initiatives (like
Clinton did after the political tides
turned against him) he dove headfirst into discussing tough issues

guaranteed to garner criticism.
He addressed proposed compensation fees on large banks that
would redirect $30 billion from
Wall Street institutions to smaller
branches and offset taxpayer money used during the bailout.
He spoke of investment in infrastructure so America can continue
to be competitive with the rest of
the world, especially as Chinese
outputs rise at astronomical rates.
He even spoke about ending the
unwarranted taxpayer subsidies
that go to banks for student loans
by giving that money to families in
the form of a $10,000 tax credit for
four years of college and increasing Pell Grants.
That sounded great, but as the
old ladies in the retro Wendy’s
commercials would say, “Where’s
the beef?”
I give Obama mixed reviews on
his discussion of actions already
taken. While he did acknowledge
the unpopularity of many deci-

sions, and took responsibility for
many more — such as the bank
bailout, which he likened to a root
canal — he never accepted blame.
It takes a big man to admit when
he’s wrong, and Obama admitted
nothing.
In a sense, this unapologetic
attitude may be what Americans
need. The president needs to exude confidence in his policies and
such confidence can’t be communicated to a dejected populace if
the president appears to have lost
hope in his own policies.
Instead, there was a great deal
of self-aggrandizement and praise
for other unpopular initiatives, especially the Recovery Act, which
the president lauded for its successes at achieving job creation
and staving off unemployment
for the working class. But Obama
also engaged in the age-old blame
game, especially when it came to
the unpopular policies of the Bush
administration.

As if we needed the weight of
the world on our shoulders to add
to our backpack stress.
I understand that older generations want the best for us and
hope that we will do great things.
I wouldn’t be surprised if my generation does do something amazing — but I’m not going to bug
them about it right away.
I feel a little left out of the
whole college process. When I
started fall semester, no one told
me graduation papers were due.
No one told me the list of things
I needed to get done. No one told
me that I have options come May.
The University of Montana is a
great school and I’ve enjoyed my
four years here. The problem is
that I feel like there is much more
of an emphasis on freshman than
seniors — on getting people enrolled, not getting them set up for
when they leave.

Classes give us the skills, but
where is the support?
I love my parents and I’m flattered that they brag to everyone I
met over the break, “She’s graduating in May.” I even find it understandable that the next logical
question is, “What are you going
to do?” But the repeated emphasis
on our future plans is getting to be
too much to handle.
I know that part of my problem
is that I’ll be heading into two industries that are having, shall we
say, rough times. That wasn’t my
intention going into college, but
things can change in four years.
Regardless of what we studied,
UM should give some more attention to seniors heading out into
the world. We are not just tuition
checks and alumni to be drained
of donations.

He seemed to find solace and
even empowerment in recent figures that illustrated the disproportionate amount of spending
between the Bush and Obama administrations. The Congressional
Budget Office calculated that during the projected $2 trillion dive
into deficit following the prosperity of the Clinton surplus, some
33 percent could be attributed to
Bush legislation and another 20
percent to Bush-initiated spending
on military operations and costly
prescription drug programs continued by Obama.
Only 7 percent of the deficit
could be credited to the Obama
stimulus bill and 3 percent to his
other initiatives. Good ol’ economics accounts for the other 37
percent. This small bit of relief
was only compounded by the report on Jan. 29 that gross domestic
product actually grew in the fourth
quarter at the greatest rate since
2003. Let’s see if John McCain
sneers at that, too.
However, one of the greatest
surprises of the address was how
little was revealed about the proposed spending freeze. Obama
proposed a return to the pay-asyou-go laws of the 1990s, which
contributed to the surplus, but the
lack of details regarding the con-

brenna.braaten@umontana.edu

troversial freeze left the American
people, and pundits alike, a little
cold.
What was surprising was the
president’s direct disapproval of
the Supreme Court decision to allow corporate or foreign interests
to spend without limit in elections
and increase the influence they already enjoy. Samuel Alito is still
sneering at that one.
In the end, the address may
have been more impressive than
previous addresses (not surprising when considering the competition), but none of the proposals
can be realized and nothing can be
accomplished if partisan gridlock
continues.
Forget the “supermajority;”
nothing ever happens when one
party has complete control of the
executive and legislative branches.
But if Democrats continue to run
at the sign of trouble and Republicans continue to say no to everything without proposing alternatives, nothing will improve the
state of our union until the blame
game is declared a draw and reconciliation takes place.
Andrew Dusek is a senior majoring in print journalism and international relations and comparative
politics.
andrew.dusek@umontana.edu
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Tuesday, February 2, 2010
All letters are in response to
the Jan. 28 letter to the editor by
Kellan McDonald.
ASUM Responds
Mr. McDonald,
My name is Emily May and
I am currently serving as Vice
President of the Associated Students of the University of Montana. Last spring, 1,574 students
voted to support the Renewable
Energy Loan Fund, while 493 voted against it. Shortly thereafter,
the fee went before the Montana
Board of Regents and passed.
The way RELF works is this:
students pay money into the fund
each semester (in our case, an
optional $4), the money is then
loaned to student-directed projects that create energy savings
for the University. Savings from
these projects are returned to the
fund to repay the initial loan with
interest. After a few years, the
fund will generate enough money
to sustain itself and the student
fee will sunset. Funds similar to
RELF exist all across the country;
the most notable can be found at
Harvard University.  
In your letter you complain that
this is a “ridiculous climate agenda” set by the University. I’m not
sure who you mean to implicate
when you say “University,” but
I want to make it very clear that
this was a student-lead initiative.
Of course, University administrators were on board with RELF and
did a lot to support the fee, but the
idea didn’t come from these indi-
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viduals. And now that the fee is
in place, the students have control.
The committee that selects these
projects is comprised completely
of students (the ASUM Sustainability Coordinator, two ASUM
Senators, and two Students-atLarge) and the project ideas must
come from students.
I also think it is important to address the issue of forced “following
along” you brought up. The fee went
into place after months of discussion,
preparation, revision and outreach.
Those supporting RELF (again, students) created a Web site explaining
the fee in detail (in fact, you can still
access that site at http://www.umrelf.
com), gathered signatures of support
and hung a large banner in the University Center, among other things.
ASUM discussed RELF at several
public meetings before agreeing to
put it on the spring ballot. All three
teams running for ASUM Executive
endorsed RELF and mentioned it in
their campaigns (as did many Senate candidates). The Kaimin wrote
numerous articles about or mentioning RELF. The list goes on, but the
point is that RELF was well-advertised and by no means a secret.
ASUM took great care to insure that those students who disagreed with RELF would not have
to pay (in the form of an opt-out
fee). Nevertheless, I understand
that you are displeased with RELF
and heartily apologize for the inconvenience it has caused you.
For future reference, the ASUM
office is located in the University
Center, suite 105. We hold regu-

Letters to
the Editor
lar office hours (Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) and have
meetings on Wednesdays at 6 p.m.
on the third floor of the UC. We
encourage student participation
and are always open to public
comment.
Regards,
Emily May
ASUM Vice President
Sustainability fee should stay
This semester, for the first time
in UM’s history, students will have
the opportunity to actively participate in making campus buildings
more energy-efficient. As the
country and the University make
energy efficiency a top priority in
addressing climate change, UM
students will be at the forefront
of this movement. They will learn
the basics of building retro-fits,
energy audits, heating and ventilation systems and much more.
Thanks to the new Revolving
Energy Loan Fund (the optional $4
sustainability fee on your student
bill) students will have access to
over $80,000 to propose energy saving projects for the University. This
fund gives students the power to
influence the operations of this University while allowing them valuable
job and researching skills for the
burgeoning “green jobs” movement.

Montana
I was disheartened to read that the
student who wrote in last week disagrees with this small fee voted in
by ASUM, the student body and the
Board of Regents, not because he
disagrees with the “University riding the green tide” but because he
does not think the University should
make students follow along.
To this I respond, what is a
university without leadership and
initiatives from its students? A
University is more than a cluster
of buildings designed to hold students. The buildings themselves
provide unique hands-on learning
opportunities, and it is extraordinary that many students who voted
to approve this fee realize this.
The Revolving Energy Loan
Fund is one of the only fees on
your bill that asks students to contribute to each other’s learning
and the sustainability of the University. I think that is a powerful
$4 per person tool we have given
ourselves and future students.
I encourage every student who has
an interest in energy efficiency to
take a look around the buildings
you use and think of ways you can
improve them. In the next month
visit the GreeningUM Web site
and find out how you can submit
a project.
This is a truly exciting time
for the University in terms of sustaiability projects, and it is apt that
students should be leading the crusade.
Erica Bloom
ASUM
Sustainability Coordinator

Kaimin

Investing in our future
I write in response to a letter to
the editor published in the Kaimin
on Thursday, Jan. 28 by Kellan McDonald. McDonald states his disgruntlement with the University for
charging students a $4 sustainability
fee and claims it is the University
pushing its political opinions on the
students. I completely disagree with
this view.
I am very aware of the sustainability fee that I pay each semester.
I am also aware of the $49 athletic
fee that students are required to pay.
I can tell you that I am one student
who does not benefit from the athletic fee yet I am forced to pay it.
McDonald states that he is unhappy with the fact that he has to
go into cyberbear and opt out of the
sustainability fee each semester if
he does not want to pay it. This is
absurd. No other fee has an option
to opt out of paying and the sustainability fee it the one that is benefiting not only every student and
teacher on campus but everyone in
the world.
Climate change is not a political
issue. It is a reality that must be addressed. The University is not pushing its political agenda, but attempting to save our planet.
I think the only ridiculous aspect
of the sustainability fee is that it is
an inadequate amount and that students have the option to not pay it.
I would be willing to pay upwards
of $100 per semester if it could contribute to the insurance of my future.
Eliza Allison
Freshman
French
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Students must switch from GrizMail Arrest of 10 Americans
to UMConnect at the end of February in Haiti intensifies debate
Justyn Field
Montana Kaimin
All University of Montana student e-mail accounts that haven’t
already been transferred from
GrizMail to UMConnect will be
changed over automatically on
Feb. 22.
IT Communications Director
Gordy Pace said messages sent
to addresses in the “firstname.
lastname@umontana.edu” format will simply direct to UMConnect instead of GrizMail
after the changeover. The format
isn’t a true address, but an alias
that directs e-mails to whichever
service students are signed up to
use.
Some technical details have
yet to be worked out, but Pace
said that once the change has been
made, students will probably have
to fill out a form to access their
new UMConnect accounts. IT
Central will release more information closer to the changeover date.
The change from GrizMail
to UMConnect is more than a
simple e-mail switch. The University plans to take advantage of a
“cloud of services” that Microsoft
is offering through Windows Live,
Pace said.
In addition to the e-mail service, students will receive 25 gigabytes of virtual storage for school
documents and photos. They can

share and edit those files with a
program called SkyDrive. They
will also get access to an online
personal space that can link to
other social networking sites like
Facebook.
The Windows Live service will
also offer calendars, event planning software and a contact manager that meshes with other Microsoft programs, such as Hotmail
and MSN messenger.
While their e-mail is secure,
students should use the additional Microsoft services at their
discretion because they might be
subject to targeted advertising,
Pace said.
Microsoft is offering the email service and the additional
resources to the University for
free, something Pace terms a
“strategic investment.” But although student e-mails will be
hosted on Microsoft hardware,
Pace said, the information will
be protected by an agreement
between the University and Microsoft, as well as by the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act, which states that schools
can give out general directory
information about students, but
not much else.
Though student e-mails will
be hosted on an off-campus Microsoft server, faculty e-mails
will continue to be hosted on

campus. The switch allows UM
to cleanly separate staff and
student e-mails, which provides
legal, technical and financial
benefits, Pace said. Though student e-mails are private, faculty
e-mails must be archived and
can be requested by the public,
usually in lawsuits.
The new e-mail system will
have more storage space than
GrizMail, which prevents students
from sending e-mail once they hit
50 megabytes and doesn’t store
more than 100 megabytes. UMConnect will allow 10 gigabytes
of e-mail storage, which is about
100 times the capacity of the old
system.
Students will be able to move
e-mail from their GrizMail accounts to UMConnect until March
12, when GrizMail will shut down
for good. They can also choose
to automatically forward e-mail
from UMConnect to other e-mail
services.
Pace said students are encouraged to stop by IT Central on the
first floor of the Social Sciences
building if they need help using
the new service.
The new service might also allow students to have lifelong University e-mails, although details
are yet to be finalized.
justyn.field@umontana.edu

on international adoption
Associated Press
The debate over international
adoption, already a bitter one,
has intensified in the aftermath
of Haiti’s earthquake and the arrest of 10 Americans for trying to
take children out of the devastated
country without permission.
Some groups are urging a long
moratorium on new adoptions
from Haiti, saying there is too
much chaos and too high a risk
of mistakes or child trafficking.
Other groups fear any long-term
clampdown will consign countless children to lives in institutions
or on the street, rather than in the
loving homes of adoptive parents.
Chuck Johnson, chief operating
officer of the National Council for
Adoption, said the arrests of the
10 U.S. Baptists would probably
undercut his organization’s push
to expand adoptions from Haiti as
soon as feasible.
“It was a critical mistake —
the Haitian government has been
very clear they did not want any
children leaving without its express permission,” Johnson said
Monday. “Maybe the Americans
thought they were helping 33 kids,
but now there’s going to be a much
slower process and maybe even a
ban on future adoptions — and

that would be a tragedy.”
The Americans, arrested Friday near Haiti’s border with the
Dominican Republic, were being
held in a police headquarters in
Port au Prince while Haitian and
U.S officials discussed their fate.
Even before the arrests, the Haitian government called a halt to new
international adoptions. Numerous organizations have endorsed
the moratorium, some of them citing U.N. guidelines recommending
that at least two years be spent tracing lost families before adoptions
should be considered.
“No matter how horrific the
situation looks ... the full process
of reuniting children with parents
and relatives must be completed,”
said Deb Barry, a Save the Children child protection expert.
The next steps, says UNICEF,
should be compiling a registry
of children separated from their
families, an extensive campaign
to trace relatives, and development
of safe, well-supplied places where
these children can stay during the
search process.
The consequences of rushing to
help children leave Haiti can be severe, according to the Baltimorebased Lutheran Immigration and
Refugee Service.
In one case, LIRS said, a 12-yearold boy who was allowed onto a U.S.
military plane without documentation or relatives in the U.S. and is
now in limbo while officials try to
find out if he left family behind in
Haiti. In another case, a 3-year-old
boy arrived on a private plane with
other orphans even though the family who had been planning to adopt
him had changed their mind and
abandoned the process.
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Lady Griz move up to second place after home sweep
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
Some call it winning ugly. The
Lady Griz just call it winning.
Montana showed why it carries
the top defense in the Big Sky, putting on a clinic en route to crucial
wins over Northern Colorado and
Northern Arizona in Missoula last
weekend.
“The kids have learned to work
together, and we’ve kept improving defensively,” said coach Robin
Selvig.
Because of Montana’s home
sweep and Eastern Washington’s
loss to Portland State on Saturday,
the Lady Griz (6–2, 11–9 overall)
are now nipping at the heels of
conference-leader Eastern (7–1,
13–7 overall).
The Lady Griz beat Northern
Colorado 65–54 Friday night and
turned in a scrappy effort 24 hours
later to beat Northern Arizona 54–
48. Montana held both the Bears
and Lumberjacks under 36 percent
shooting and forced at least 15
turnovers in each contest.
On top of turning the ball over
consistently, both opponents were
hard-pressed to find good looks at
the basket as the Lady Griz recorded
eight blocks against the Bears and
seven against the Lumberjacks.
The Lady Griz zone defense
forced both teams to the perimeter, where they were content to
shoot the ball. Nevertheless, neither team was able make shots
consistently. Northern Colorado
went 6–25 and Northern Arizona
shot 8–30 from beyond the arc,
showing that both opponents were
clearly intimidated by the Lady
Grizzlies’ size and defensive intensity in the lane.
“We’re going to give up some
kind of shot, and sometimes that’s
the kind of shot we want to give
up,” Selvig said.
However, the victories did show
a couple of chinks in Montana’s
armor, especially on offense. Montana turned the ball over at a torrid
pace, registering 13 against the
Bears and 17 against the Lumberjacks. At one point in the contest
with Northern Arizona, the Lady
Griz conceded five turnovers in a
span of just over five minutes.
The Lady Griz also struggled
to break Northern Arizona’s pressure defense. With Montana up
by 19 points late in the game, the
Lumberjacks turned on the fullcourt press and proceeded to go on

a 10–0 run that cut the Lady Grizzly lead down to single digits for
the first time since the 11:44 mark
of the second half.
Despite Northern Arizona’s run,
Selvig said that his team has been
getting better at handling the press.
“We had a couple of turnovers.
We’ve seen a lot of press since we’ve
started out earlier this year not handling things very well, but I think
we’re fine now,” Selvig said.
Offensively, the Lady Griz continue to ride on the backs of junior
forward Sarah Ena and senior forward Lauren Beck while getting
consistent contributions off the
bench.
Ena matched a career high for
the second game in a row, scoring 21 points against Northern
Colorado and led the team with
17 points the next evening against
Northern Arizona. Ena is averaging 19.6 points in her last three
contests and is proving impossible
for opponents to deal with in the
low post.
“I just think it’s all about getting comfortable and finding my
role on the team,” Ena said. “I’ve
become more relaxed and have
a better idea of where my teammates are at on the floor.”
“The thing (Ena) did this weekend — which was really her best
weekend — is shoot for good percentage,” Selvig said. “She was
playing well earlier (in the year),
but she was going 3–9 instead of
5–9. There’s a big difference.”
Because of her spectacular play
as of late, Ena is now the leading
scorer for the Lady Griz, averaging 14.5 points per game.
While Northern Colorado held
Beck to only her third single-digit
scoring game of conference play,
she got back on the horse against
Northern Arizona by scoring 15
points, including two clutch free
throws to extend the Lady Griz lead
to six points with 15 seconds left.
Once again, true freshman forward Kenzie De Boer came off the
bench and had a large impact on
both games, reaching double-digit
points for the third straight game on
Friday and snatching six rebounds
in a defensive battle on Saturday.
“I look at Kenzie, and she’s
grown a lot,” Ena said. “She’s a
big lift for us and a big spark off
the bench.”
The contest with Northern
Colorado featured a couple of
anxious moments, both for oppo-

Eric Oravsky/Montana Kaimin

Freshman guard Kenzie De Boer drives past Northern Colorado’s freshman forward Lauren Oosdyke. The Lady Griz came up
with a close 54–48 win.

site reasons. Senior starting point
guard Shaunte Nance-Johnson
went down with an apparent right
knee injury early in the second
half and sophomore forward Misty
Atkinson saw her first action since
an exhibition game against Idol
Sports in early November.
However, any concerns about

either player dissipated quickly as
Nance-Johnson re-entered the game
with 1:57 left and played 26 minutes
against Northern Arizona. Atkinson
tallied two points and a rebound in
her brief playing time.
While the Lady Griz have put
themselves in good position to
take a crack at hosting the confer-

ence tournament in March, Selvig
is keen on keeping his players focused on February.
“There’s a long way to go.
We’re not thinking that far ahead
right now, but we’re at the turn
here, and we’re still in it, so we got
to do it all over again,” Selvig said.
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu

Griz turn the tide last weekend against Colorado and NAU
Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
In a season full of hills and
valleys, the Griz men’s basketball
team has its hiking boots laced up
and is starting another climb.
Montana (6–4, 15–7 overall)
capped its most successful road trip
of the season with a second-half
flourish Saturday, thumping fourthplaced Northern Arizona (5–5, 11–
10) 84–64 two nights after handing
second-placed Northern Colorado
(7–3, 18–5) its first home loss of the
season.
Senior guard Johnson put up
25 of his 28 points after recess
and freshman guard Will Cherry

scored 15 of his career-high 19 in
the second half as the Griz shot 76
percent after intermission and outpaced the Lumberjacks 55–34 in
the final 20 minutes.
The opening half was full of
firsts, starting with the play of
Johnson, who struggled on both
ends in the early going. That made
Griz coach Wayne Tinkle do
something rare — bench his preseason All-American for a fiveminute stretch to get his attention.
“A.J. wasn’t real happy about it
right away, but that was the idea,”
Tinkle said after the game. “I was
hoping it would light a fire under
him.”

The sparks lit, and the inferno
raged, but Johnson saved his frustration for NAU. He said Tinkle’s
move made perfect sense.
“I wasn’t guarding anybody,”
Johnson said. “When coach sat
me down I was mad at first, but I
calmed down pretty quickly. We
came out for the second half, and
I was motivated. I started getting
stops, which helps me get into the
game. Once that happened it was
on.”
Johnson appears to be back on
track after a 2–9 shooting performance at Montana State on Jan.
23, which left him vowing to pick
up what he saw as lackluster play.

His 19 points at Northern Colorado also led all scorers.
Cherry’s game mirrored his
season so far, with a tentative start
that gave way to a strong finish as
his confidence steadily picked up.
He said he’s starting to hit his
stride just as the team begins to hit
theirs.
“I was real timid when I got
here, trying to find my role on offense, but we all had to figure out
how to fit in,” Cherry said. “Now
it’s settled and I feel like I have the
freedom to be more aggressive attacking the basket. Pretty much all
my shots came from going hard
straight ahead.”

Johnson and Cherry were on
the same page against the Lumberjacks, but the veteran and the
rookie have different ideas of
where the team stands.
“We’re playing up to our potential finally,” Cherry said. “It’s the
best we’ve played all year.”
Johnson isn’t as convinced.
“I don’t think we’re even close
to where we should be,” Johnson
said. “This thing is headed in
the right direction, but that’s just
scratching the surface.”
It might just be a matter of perspective.

See GRIZ, page 6
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From page 5
Cherry’s best-ever collegiate
output came on the road against an
NAU team that had held Montana
State to 13 points in the first half
in its last home game. Johnson has
put on a string of offensive showcases in his two-year career and
was part of the 2009 team that hit
a seven-game winning streak this
time last season.
That squad stumbled at the finish line, dropping three of its final four games as Montana State
bounced the Griz out of the Big
Sky Tournament semifinal.
With six regular-season games
remaining on its schedule and
top-ranked Weber State coming
to town Friday, Montana has a
chance to capture another statement win.
Even if they do, Johnson won’t
be satisfied. Not until Montana
reaches its goal — hoisting the Big
Sky Conference title come March.
“It’s a process, so we take pride
in getting better,” Johnson said.
“But I tell the guys to keep their
focus on the final result and doing
the work every day in practice to
get there.”

M
K

matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
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Griz Track and Field Super Bowl starts off soggy
shows improvement
Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
Last week, Montana indoor
track and field coach Brian Schweyen said improvement and intensity were two goals for this past
weekend’s Montana State Open in
Bozeman.
Looking at the results, all indicators are that Schweyen’s goals
were met.
The Griz continued their earlier-season success on the track
as 10 athletes qualified for this
month’s Big Sky Conference Indoor Championships.
Montana now has 23 athletes
qualified for 35 different events
in the championship meet held on
Feb. 26-27 in Bozeman.
While the Montana women
have been the front-runners this
season in qualifications, the Grizzly men picked up some slack.
Senior Chris Hellekson qualified for both the shot put and
weight throw events. Hellekson
threw for a distance of 53 – 7.5 for
a second place finish in the shot
put and netted a fourth place finish
in the weight throw with a toss of
53 – 3.5.
Aiding in the number of male
qualifiers was a pair of Griz football players, as linebackers Alex
Shaw and Caleb McSurdy qualified for the shot put. Shaw finished sixth with a throw of 51 –
0.75, while McSurdy netted a third
place finish with a career-best
throw of 52 – 4.75.

Junior Chris Hicks qualified
with a first place finish in the
triple jump. Junior Don Danns
qualified with a fourth place finish in the 55-meter race, while
junior Michael Fisher placed third
in the 5,000-meter.
On the women’s side, familiar
names continued to dominate the
podium.
Sophomore Kesslee Payne and
senior Kara DeWalt finished second and third in the mile, respectively, both with qualifying times.
The two runners previously qualified for the 3,000- and
5,000-meter races last week in
Pullman, Wash.
After qualifying in the mile last
week, senior Brooke Andrus took
to the 800-meter race and turned
in a career best time of 2:13.87 to
win the race and qualify for the
BSC indoors.
Freshman Lindsey Hall continued her impressive foray into collegiate track and field by posting
first-place finishes in the 55-meter
hurdles and the triple jump.
Hall, who won the long jump at
the Cougar Indoor a week ago and
placed second in the pentathlon,
also garnered a second place finish in the high jump.
Other winners included senior
Kim Tritz in the 3,000-meter and
sophomore Jessica Leslie in the
long jump.
The Griz travel to Moscow,
Idaho, on Friday for the 35th annual Vandal Indoor.
tyson.alger@gmail.com

Associated Press
Rain drove the New Orleans
Saints indoors Monday. The NFL
scrambled to move Tuesday’s media day activities under cover. And
tourism officials tried to shrug off
the public-relations blow of a soggy start to Super Bowl week.
“Sometimes you need a break
from the sun,” said Nicki Grossman of the Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors
Bureau. “Everybody all over the
country has weather. And you
don’t have to shovel anything that
has fallen on us.”
Even so, the less-than-Super
weather — daylong rain blanketing the region — stirred unpleasant memories of the last time the
NFL title game came to town
three years ago. That was the first
time rain fell on a Super Bowl,
and it continued throughout the
game, chasing some fans away at
halftime and sending others into
concourses to watch on television
as the Indianapolis Colts beat the
Chicago Bears.
“The same weather,” Indianapolis quarterback Peyton Manning
said. “I don’t know what that is —
the Colts bringing rain to Miami.”
Although this is the middle of
South Florida’s dry season, steady
light rain also fell during Sunday
night’s Pro Bowl in Miami.
The Colts and Saints landed
Monday and were greeted by their
Pro Bowl teammates — seven
from Indianapolis and seven from
New Orleans — who watched the
all-star game from the sideline.
One Pro Bowler was Manning,
who said he didn’t mind making
the trip the day before most of the
Colts arrived.
“I got to fly on a private plane
with six of my best friends and
teammates,” Manning said. “We
had Ruth’s Chris Steak House
food on the plane, took a private
escape down to Miami, shook a
few hands, did a wave, did one interview and made $45,000. I can
think of some worse things to put
yourself through.”
The forecast called for a 30
percent chance of showers Tuesday, prompting the media day
switch. And, there is at least a
slight chance of rain every day the
rest of the week, with a 20-percent
chance Sunday.

“We’ll get prepared for it just
in case we have to deal with some
of the same issues we had to deal
with last time,” Colts coach Jim
Caldwell said. “It looks like it may
rain during the course of the week,
so maybe we’ll have an opportunity to practice in it. But our game
plan won’t change.”
Media day will, however. Instead of conducting interviews on
the field at Sun Life Stadium, the
NFL will hold them in an indoor
concourse on the club level.
All players and coaches from
the Saints and Colts will still be
available for interviews.
“This should not be a major
problem,” NFL spokesman Michael Signora said. “It just will
look different.”
The Saints’ first practice Monday was moved 30 miles north
from the University of Miami’s
outdoor fields to the indoor bubble
at the Miami Dolphins’ complex.
The starting time was pushed back
while equipment was moved from
one site to the other.
“It is what it is,” said quarterback Drew Brees, whose Saints
have hurricanes in their history.
“Weather the storm — we know
how to do that.”
Rain also affected preparation
of the playing field, Signora said.
“I wouldn’t say anything is delayed,” he said. “I’d say work continues, and weather is one more
factor built into the preparation.”
The weather made South Florida’s daunting traffic even more
sluggish. The team hotels and
practice sites are separated by
drives of up to an hour — sometimes more — and while the Colts
and Saints are whisked about with
police escorts, getting around is
more arduous for fans, volunteers,
league officials and the media.
“We’re a regional effort, and
we need to spread it around,” said
Rodney Barreto, chairman of the
South Florida Super Bowl host
committee. “It’ll be judged afterward whether it really works out.”
Tourism officials said the
wet weather didn’t tarnish the
Pro Bowl, which was moved from
Hawaii as a one-year experiment
and drew the largest crowd for the
game since 1959. But the stadium
was half empty by the third quarter.
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That time of the year: The Kaimin guide to doing your taxes
Kate Whittle
Montana Kaimin
Every spring, as flowers bloom
and chicks hatch, teenagers and
20-somethings call their parents
and ask how to do their taxes.
But don’t fret. For most students,
filing is easy.
First, you’ll need your W2
forms. You’ll get these in the mail
from any place you’ve worked in
the past year (assuming you’re not
working under the table or as an illegal immigrant). If your income is
less than $3,860, excluding unemployment benefits, you don’t have
to file a tax return.
“That said, students should
file because they’ll most likely
get a refund,” said Steve Austin,

administrator with the Montana Department of Revenue. “That’s your
money.”
Next, you need to figure out how
to file your state and federal returns.
If you’re old-school, you can find
paper forms at your local Department of Revenue office. Austin recommends filing online for free.
“It’s easier for the taxpayer —
more convenient, secure — and
you get your refund more quickly,”
he said.
You’ll most likely file using
the 2EZ for the state of Montana
and the 1040EZ for federal if your
finances aren’t very complicated
— if you’re filing single or jointly,
and your income is from interest,
dividends or wages. Non-residents

can find similar forms on their
own state Web sites.
When it comes to filling out those pesky forms,
things can get complicated.
Austin says there’s plenty of help
available. Extensive FAQs are on
the Internal Revenue Service and
Montana Department of Revenue
Web sites, and you can get help
in person from Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance (VITA). VITA
will be available in room 119 in
the Gallagher Business Building
on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
from Feb. 6 to March 13.
Make sure to check whether
your parents are declaring you as a
dependent. Dependents must be under 24 years old, full-time students,

single and receive at least half their
support from their parents.
“Just because a parent can claim
a dependent doesn’t mean they
have to,” said Department of Revenue tax specialist Cathy Fitzgerald.
Parents can receive credits and deductions for claiming you, but it can
also complicate your financial aid.
“Weigh whether it’s more beneficial to be claimed as a dependent,” Austin said.
Taxes should be postmarked by
April 15. And don’t forget the best
reason to do them.
“I love doing my taxes because
I get my money back,” said UM
student Emily Creasia. “It makes
me feel like an independent, money-generating adult.”

Resources
State tax information
can be found at
revenue.mt.gov or
MontanaFreeFile.org
Federal tax information
can be found at
irs.gov
Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance:
Gallagher Business Building
room 119, Feb. 6 to March 13.,
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Montana Department of
Revenue: Toll Free assistance at
1-866-859-2254 or call the
Helena office at 406-444-6900

kate.whittle@umontana.edu

Fans are seeking answers as ‘Lost’ enters final season
Erin Cole
Montana Kaimin
Remember when Jack dropped
the hydrogen bomb into the shaft at
the Swan Station in 1977? Around
the same time, thirty years into the
future, Locke and the others arrived
at the base of a statue of a disemboldied foot with four toes.
If the previous sentence leaves
some readers wide-eyed and blinking, they are probably lost about
“Lost.” Therefore, their evening
tonight is likely to pass in typical
Tuesday fashion. On the flip side,
for the readers who followed the
sentence’s logic, their evening is
undoubtedly booked for watching
the premier episode of “Lost” in
its final season.
Whichever camp one belongs to,
it’s hard to deny that “Lost” has crept
into our cultural consciousness. Sly
references to the show have made
their way into television shows like
“30 Rock” and computer games like
World of Warcraft. Fans grew concerned when there was talk that the
State of the Union address would fall
on the same night as the “Lost” premiere. (Fortunately for them, Obama
addressed the nation last week.)
For everyone who doesn’t watch
the show, he or she probably knows
a fan who, as The Onion puts it, will
“corner their roommates and force
them to listen to their theories on
parallel dimensions.”
Now, nobody enjoys being
on the listening end of television
conspiracy theories, so where did

this go wrong? The polarization
between fans and nonfans hasn’t
always been so intense.
When Oceanic Flight 815
crashed onto a tropical island in
the 2004 pilot episode, 18.6 million television viewers tuned in.
The appeal wasn’t hard to figure
out: A (mostly) attractive cast was
forced to use brains and brawn to
stay alive until rescue. Subsequent
episodes, however, forced viewers
to suspend disbelief as polar bears
appeared in the jungle and a maneating smoke monster terrorized the
survivors. Despite this, everything
seemed plausible until time travel
and character flash-forwards hijacked the plot. When the leaps of
faith demanded by “Lost” became
too great, Nielsen ratings show
that thirty percent of the audience
switched the channel.
What makes “Lost” so compelling to its fans? For Lindsay
MacKenzie, a doctoral student in
geochemistry at the University of
Montana, it’s the show’s multiple
mysteries.
“It sucks you in because you
want answers,” she said. “I wanted
to know what the heck was going
on with the polar bears and the
black smoke.”
Her attention was captured in the
first season by the four-toed statue.
“I can’t get over the statue,”
MacKenzie said. “I want to know
all the answers, but that’s one of
the questions that’s been stuck
with me since Season One.”

These puzzlements, however,
have turned off viewers like Brittany Streissguth. Streissguth, a senior in English at UM, has no plans
to watch the final season of “Lost.”
“I could never really get into it
when it started,” she said. Her evening has been earmarked instead
for a friend’s birthday.
Roger Schulze, a UM graduate student, feels the root of the
schism between fans and nonfans
is the inaccessibility of the plot to
new viewers.
“I kind of liked it, but then I
missed a couple of episodes,” he
said. “What’s the point of watching when you don’t understand
what’s going on?”
Even devoted fans who watch
every episode can’t admit to fully
knowing what’s going on. They find
themselves caught in one of the un-

derlying themes of the show: Faith.
Faith that all loose ends will tie up
in the show’s remaining 16 episodes.
Because of this, ABC, the
show’s network, holds a doubleedged sword. While it is assured
of a large and diligent fan base,
its reputation could be tarnished
if the show’s writers deliver an
unsatisfactory ending. In Locke’s
words, the “destiny” of the island
must be revealed.
MacKenzie has several theories
on how the show will end.
“I have a few kicking around,
but I’m gonna wait and see what
happens,” she said. “I’ll be really
annoyed if they all turn out to be
in purgatory or something silly
like that.”
While some fans couldn’t resist
viewing the first four minutes of
the premiere, which were posted

online, MacKenzie’s waiting marathon won’t end tonight.
“I have a friend who I usually
watch the show with, and he’s on
a job right now,” she said. “We’re
waiting till he gets back (to) have a
‘Lost’ catch-up party.”
She said most of her friends do
not watch the show.
“It’s really very sad,” she said.
“They also don’t understand the
no-talking rule while the show is
on, so they’re usually not invited.”
Streissguth, meanwhile, would
consider attending a “Lost” party
on two conditions.
“It would depend on who asked
me,” she said. “Probably if there
was alcohol.”
Whether it is spent watching
“Lost” or hitting the gym, enjoy
this Tuesday evening. Namaste.
erin.cole@umontana.edu
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BUDGET
From page 1
“That means people taking
nine, ten or eleven credits would
automatically be paying what
is charged for 12 credits now,”
Duringer said. “It’s a pretty small
number of students that would see
an increase in price.”
Duringer said this change, coupled with a new pay scale in which
students would pay less for each
additional credit, would encourage students to take heavier course
loads and graduate sooner. More
students graduating on time would
lighten the load on campus services not receiving additional funds.

“This way, we don’t have the
unintended consequence of fulltime students subsidizing students
taking lighter loads,” Duringer
said. The proposal will not be implemented at the College of Technology so it does not interfere with
non-traditional students, he said.
Duringer also said that in light
of fiscal difficulties and the new
tuition plan, UM has decided to
stall further investment in the
newly created Office for Student
Success, rerouting next year’s
proposed $160,000. He said that,
when possible, other excess funds
are also being rerouted, such as
energy money saved by the University’s renovated steam tunnel.

Enrollment
A significant part of the budgeting process for UM’s General
Fund is enrollment projections.
Duringer said that this semester, UM’s anticipated enrollment
shifts — fewer non-residents and
more residents without an increase
in state appropriations — would
create a $720,000 deficit going
into the fall. He said UM should be
able to make up that gap because
non-resident enrollment did not
decrease as quickly as expected
for this semester and resident enrollment increased faster.
To address the fact that more resident students are enrolling for college while UM is not receiving in-

Perfect Rhythm

Kat Franchino/Montana Kaimin

Johanna Ciampa, right, and other UM dancers rehearse famous choreographer Bebe Miller’s “Prey.” The piece will
be featured in UM’s Dance in Concert in March.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
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FOR RENT
4 bed room home for rent 1100 per month.
Call Jim at 406-846-1000.
Room for rent near University! $435 a
month, No Pets! Call Ashley at (406)
214-2929
FOR SALE
Sexy Sweetheart Sale February 13th 7 to 7
Stensrud Building across from Kettlehouse
Brewery. LOVELY Vintage and Retro
Dresses & Hats Costume jewelry, pretty
pumps & bags. Vintage Sewing Patterns!
363-3473.
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HELP WANTED
The Nature Conservancy’s Pine Butte
Guest Ranch in Choteau, Montana is
currently hiring seasonal positions for
the summer of 2010. We are looking for
qualified, friendly people to fill positions
as kitchen staff, wranglers, wrangler
naturalist, and in guest services. To see
complete job descriptions and apply,
please visit www.nature.org/careers and
complete an online application by
February 14, 2010.
Please call (406) 466-2158 if you have any
questions.

Montana’s largest internationally known
software company has many full time sales
positions available. Accepting resumes
with all experience levels. Start your
careers today. Some travel required. Send
cover letter and resume to HR Dept. 3000
Palmer St. Missoula MT 59808 or email
to: careers@edulog.com
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central
136 E. Broadway 542-6540
Basic Wildfire Training, April 10-11 and
April 17-18; for info call 543-0013.
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Holly Calloway

Callisa Block
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creased state funds to support them,
Duringer said the University will
propose that the Regents reevaluate
the distribution of state funds among
the schools for the first time since
the creation of the College Affordability Plan in 2006.
“We are now around 1,200 students up from last time there was
any state appropriation change,”
Duringer said, noting that resident
enrollment at MSU has shrunken
slightly in comparison.
Bill Muse of the UM Office of
Budget, Planning and Analysis reran the Regent’s funding equation
to consider the enrollment changes
statewide and found that if the
same decision process were ap-

plied today, UM would be receiving an additional million dollars a
year in state appropriations from
the Regents.
“It validates that we need to do
this,” Duringer said.
Though some committee members raised concerns that UM
should not rely on the Regents to
support the recalculations they
previously have not considered,
Duringer said the current funding
difficulties could mean a change
in heart.
“We have a challenge ahead of
us, no kidding, but we are not free
falling,” he said. “The sun will rise
in the morning.”

FOUR-DAY
From page 1

the committee’s earlier concerns
that the change might negatively
impact students’ jobs or access to
child care.
Committee Chair and Dean
of Libraries Bonnie Allen said
exceptions such as scientific research, continuous library hours
and services for on-campus residents could complicate the potential savings and emission reductions.
“When we looked at this (in the
fall), there were so many exceptions it might negate the savings,”
she said.
Doug Coffin, vice president
of the University Faculty Association, said that such a significant
change to work schedules would
require bargaining with campus
unions and that preliminary discussions with professors campuswide were largely unsupportive, or
at least wary, of the idea.
Duringer said the group will
not take its charge lightly and also
plans to discuss potential impacts
with schools that have already
made the switch, like the University of Utah. He said the study group
will finish with its analysis by the
end of May.

exceeding $7 million over the next
three years and could cut back on
carbon emissions as part of UM’s
goal to significantly reduce emissions by 2020, Duringer said.
When Duringer announced
the study group to UM’s Strategic
Budget and Planning Committee
Friday afternoon, some expressed
concern about academic impacts
or obvious exceptions.
“Will this task force focus on
academics instead of just dollars?”
Health Sciences Professor Ralph
Judd said. Judd, a committee member, said the sciences “don’t quit”
and are often working on-campus
over the weekends already.
ASUM President Matt Fennell said after the meeting that
some departments already reduce
Friday class offerings to expand
learning, work or volunteer opportunities outside the classroom, like
creating additional studio time for
art majors or accommodating alternative work schedules for business majors.
Though he thought a shortened week might benefit other
programs similarly, he echoed

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments
available. Please call 243-4711
Women who’ve experienced Sexual
Assault or Relationship Violence: we can
offer a safe place to begin your healing
process with others who’ve had similar
experiences. SARC is offering a support
group starting in February.
If interested, please call 243-5244
Plenty of teeth cleaning appointments
available at Curry Health Center Dental
Clinic. Call us at 243-5445.
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